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Abstract—The emerging millimeter-wave MIMO systems are
subject to strong radio frequency (RF) distortions and their
compensation is crucial to realize such systems. In the existing
literature, several estimation and compensation schemes have
been proposed for RF distortions such as carrier frequency
offset, phase noise and in-phase and quadrature amplitude and
phase imbalance (IQI). However, in-phase and quadrature timing
mismatch (IQTM) is largely ignored. This paper investigates
the effect of IQTM on millimeter-wave system performance
and reveals that IQTM causes a specific image rejection ratio
characteristic which is substantially different from the regular
frequency-dependent IQI and it substantially prolongs the effective channel length. If not compensated, IQTM can degrade
system performance significantly. As a solution to this IQTM
problem, this paper proposes novel pilot designs for transmit
and receive IQTM estimation, and develops corresponding estimators, transmission protocol and compensation schemes. MIMO
averaging is also proposed which substantially enhances the
IQTM estimation performance. Simulation results show that our
proposed pilot designs and estimators offer an efficient solution
to the IQTM problem.
Index Terms—Estimation, IQ timing mismatch, Millimeterwave, Pilot designs, RF distortions

I. I NTRODUCTION
Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) wireless communication systems are gaining increased interest [1]–[3] but they are subject
to strong RF distortions. Due to CMOS process variations
and the very high sampling frequency used in the mm-wave
regime, the difference in signal propagation and processing
times of the circuits between the in-phase and quadrature
parts of the signal could be significant relative to the sampling
interval. This leads to a timing (delay) mismatch between the
in-phase and quadrature paths, which we term in-phase and
quadrature timing mismatch (IQTM), at both the transmitter
(TX) and receiver (RX). IQTM is negligible relative to the
sampling interval for systems with carrier frequency below 6
GHz but it becomes significant and can substantially affect
the system performance for the emerging mm-wave systems.
Not only CMOS process variations, but also device aging and
harsh operating conditions could introduce/change IQTMs.
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Thus, online estimation and compensation of IQTMs is an
important open problem, especially for systems operating in
the mm-wave band and above.
Related Works: RF distortions constitute important practical
problems and most of the related works in the literature consider in-phase and quadrature amplitude and phase imbalance
(IQI), phase noise (PN), and carrier frequency offset (CFO).
Regarding IQI, [4]–[6] developed blind compensation schemes
for RX frequency-dependent IQI in single antenna systems
but they require a large number of samples and/or iterations
to compute statistics and hence would not be suitable for
packet-based transmissions. The TX frequency-dependent IQI
calibration was addressed in [7] but its use of a feedback
circuitry with analog-to-digital converter would not be appropriate for massive MIMO systems. For multiuser scenarios, [8] assessed performance of TX frequency-independent
IQI compensation in OFDMA systems by assuming perfect
knowledge of channel and IQI parameters while [9] evaluated
symbol error rate performance of a joint compensation and
data detection approach by assuming perfect knowledge of RX
signal correlation matrices which are functions of the channel
and TX and RX frequency-dependent IQI parameters. Pilotbased IQI estimation/compensation schemes were developed
in [10]–[12]. Pilot designs for IQI or combined effects of
IQI and channels were presented in [13]–[17]. Some works
addressed a few RF distortions jointly, e.g., PN plus CFO
[20], PN plus IQI [18], [19] and CFO plus IQI [21], [22],
[25]. Capacity or mutual information analysis was considered
for systems with IQI in [23], PN in [24], IQI and CFO
in [25], and PN and IQI in [26]. We note that the above
IQI compensation schemes would not work well under much
stronger PN levels as experienced in mm-wave systems. Furthermore, in all of the above works, IQTM issue has not been
considered. As will be shown in the paper, IQTMs introduce
additional cascaded frequency-dependent IQIs whose image
rejection ratio (IRR) characteristics are substantially different
from those of the regular IQI. Furthermore, IQTMs cause
substantial prolonging of the effective channel length, thus
requiring substantially larger overhead if pilots are used to
estimate the combined effects of IQTM, IQI, and channels.
Such pilot overhead increase will be avoided if IQTMs can be
(pre)-compensated. These facts highlight the need for separate
IQTM estimation/compensation.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only a couple
of existing works [27] [28] which are related to IQTMs.
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Fig. 1. TX-side signal model block diagram with RF impairments. (BF =
beam-forming, PA = power amplifier)

Fig. 2. RX-side signal model block diagram with RF impairments. (LNA =
low-noise amplifier)

II. S IGNAL M ODEL
Reference [27] proposed an IQTM estimation and compensation method for a 4x4 MIMO-OFDM system while [28] just
evaluated IQTM’s effects on the performance of an optical
communication system. Both [27] and [28] consider RX IQTM
only; thus, they are not applicable to systems with TX IQTMs.
Furthermore, other RF distortions such as PN and CFO were
not included in their study, which limits the applicability of
their methods/results.
Contributions: Our main contributions are i) the development of the signal model for MIMO OFDM with CFO, TX
and RX PN, TX and RX frequency-dependent IQI, sampling
time offset (STO), sampling frequency offset (SFO), and TX
and RX IQTM, ii) revealing the distinct IRR and effective
channel length prolonging characteristics of IQTM, iii) pilot
designs for IQTM estimation in the presence of other RF
distortions, iv) the corresponding IQTM estimators (without
needing to estimate/compensate other impairments), v) IQTM
(pre)compensation schemes, and vi) protocol for uplink and
downlink IQTM compensation. The proposed pilot designs
and IQTM estimators offer good estimation performance for
mm-wave systems with severe RF distortions.
Organization: Section II presents signal model and Section III illustrates impacts of IQTM. Section IV develops the
IQTM estimation metric and Section V develops pilot designs
for IQTM estimation. Estimation and compensation of IQTM
are described in Section VI. Performance evaluation results
are discussed in Section VII. Conclusions are provided in
Section VIII.
Notations: F{·} denotes the Fourier transform. For a vector
x, diag{x} represents a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements given by x. ℜ{x} and ℑ{x} denote the real part and
imaginary part of x while [x]RI , [ℜ{xT }, ℑ{xT }]T . For a
sequence denoted by J, fliplr{J} gives a left-to-right flipped
version of the sequence and |J| stands for the number of elements in J. (·)∗ and (·)T denote the complex conjugate and the
transpose operation while ∗ stands for the convolution. J is an
antidiagonal matrix with all-one antidiagonal elements. We us
the following Matlab notations, k : n = {k, k+1, k+2, . . . , n}
and k : m : n = {k, k + m, k + 2m, . . . , k + lm} where
l = ⌊(n − k)/m⌋.

In this section, we develop the signal model under various
RF distortions such as CFO, PN, IQI, SFO, STO, and IQTM.
Since the single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SCFDE) can be viewed as discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
precoded OFDM, our signal model will be presented based
on OFDM with a DFT size of NDFT , subcarrier spacing ∆f
and Ncp cyclic prefix (CP) samples. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show
the system block diagrams at the TX and the RX, respectively.
The TX has UT digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) branches
and each branch is connected to VT antenna elements. The RX
has UR analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) branches and each
branch is connected to VR antenna elements. The DAC (ADC)
branch index is denoted by u1 (u2 ) and the antenna index
connected to a DAC (ADC) branch is referred to by v1 (v2 ).
Note that IQTMs introduced by DACs/ADCs are absorbed in
the IQTM blocks in the figures.
Let {cu1 ,k } represent the TX IDFT output signal (after CP
insertion) for the input frequency-domain symbols {Cu1 [l]}.
Denote the TX pulse shape filter impulse response as gT (t)
and the TX sampling period at the output of IDFT as Ts . The
filtered OFDM signal at the DAC branch u1 without IQTM is
given by
X
su1 (t) =
cu1 ,k gT (t − kTs )
(1)
k

and its Fourier transform Su1 (f ) = F{su1 (t)} reads as
Su1 (f ) = GT (f )

NDFT
X−1
l=0

Cu1 [l] γT (f −

l
NDFT Ts

)

(2)

where GT (f ) = F{gT (t)} and γT (f ) is the TX subcarrier
filter given by
γT (f ) ,

NDFT + Ncp −jπTs f (NDFT −Ncp −1)
√
e
NDFT
sinc (f Ts (NDFT + Ncp ))
×
.
sinc (f Ts )

(3)

Note that γT (f ) is periodic with period 1/Ts , the spectral
mainlobe of γT (f ) within a period has a bandwidth of
2/(Ts (NDFT + Ncp ) (narrow-band), and γT (f ) = γT∗ (−f ).
When there is IQTM at TX, such time mismatch can be
modeled by introducing a time delay τtx,u1 to ℑ{su1 (t)} with
respect to ℜ{su1 (t)} (or the reverse order), where τtx can take
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either a positive or negative value. With IQTM, the signal at
the output of the DAC branch u1 becomes
s̆u1 (t) = ℜ{su1 (t)} + jℑ{su1 (t − τtx,u1 )}.

(4)

1 − e−j2πf τtx,u1
1 + e−j2πf τtx,u1
+Su∗1 (−f )
.
S̆u1 (f ) = Su1 (f )
2
2
(5)
I
Let aIT,u1 ,v1 and θT,u
be the frequency-independent gain
1 ,v1
and phase of the inphase branch at TX and aQ
T,u1 ,v1 and
Q
θT,u
be
those
of
the
quadrature
branch.
Let
the
frequency1 ,v1
dependent gain and phase mismatches be represented by the
inphase branch filter pIT,u1 ,v1 (t) and the quadrature branch
filter pQ
T,u1 ,v1 (t). Then, the (virtual) filters representing TX
IQI are given by [16]
I

µT,u1 ,v1 (t) =0.5(aIT,u1 ,v1 ejθT ,u1 ,v1 pIT,u1 ,v1 (t)
+ aQ
T,u1 ,v1 e

=0.5(aIT,u1 ,v1 e

νT,u1 ,v1 (t)

pQ
T,u1 ,v1 (t)),

I
jθT
,u1 ,v1

(6)

pIT,u1 ,v1 (t)

Q

jθT ,u ,v Q
1 1p
− aQ
T,u1 ,v1 (t)).
T,u1 ,v1 e

(7)

I
Similarly, with the RX IQI parameters aIR,u2 , θR,u
, aQ
R,u2 ,
2
Q
Q
I
θR,u2 , pR,u2 (t), and pR,u2 (t), the filters representing RX IQI
are [16]

µR,u2 (t) =

νR,u2 (t) =

aIR,u2 e

I
−jθR,u
2

pIR,u2 (t) + aQ
R,u2 e

Q
−jθR,u
2

pQ
R,u2 (t)

2
aIR,u2 e

I
jθR,u

2

pIR,u2 (t)

−

ru2 ,v2 (t) =

VT X
UT X
L
X

u1 =1 v1 =1 l=1

2
xu1 ,v1 (t − τl )ejθT ,u1 ,v1 huu21 ,v
,v1 (t, l)

+ wu2 ,v2 (t)

Then, S̆u1 (f ) = F{s̆u1 (t)} is given by

Q
jθT
,u1 ,v1

The received signal at antenna v2 in ADC branch u2 is

,

(8)
Q

jθR,u Q
2p
aQ
R,u2 (t)
R,u2 e

2

.
(9)

If IQI is frequency-independent, pIT,u1 ,v1 (t) = pQ
T,u1 ,v1 (t) =
Q
I
δ(t) and pR,u2 (t) = pR,u2 (t) = δ(t).
The effects of TX IQI and PN can be modeled by
xu1 ,v1 (t) = ejφT ,u1 (t) [µT,u1 ,v1 (t) ∗ s̆u1 (t)
+ νT,u1 ,v1 (t) ∗ s̆∗u1 (t)]

(10)

where ejφT ,u1 (t) represents TX PN (+ TX CFO). From (4) and
(10), we obtain
xu1 ,v1 (t) = ejφT ,u1 (t) [µ̄T,u1 ,v1 (t) ∗ su1 (t)
+ ν̄T,u1 ,v1 (t) ∗ s∗u1 (t)]

(11)

where
µ̄T,u1 ,v1 (t) =[µT,u1 ,v1 (t) + µT,u1 ,v1 (t − τtx,u1 ) + νT,u1 ,v1 (t)
− νT,u1 ,v1 (t − τtx,u1 )]/2,
(12)
ν̄T,u1 ,v1 (t) =[µT,u1 ,v1 (t) − µT,u1 ,v1 (t − τtx,u1 ) + νT,u1 ,v1 (t)
+ νT,u1 ,v1 (t − τtx,u1 )]/2.
(13)

Note that µ̄T,u1 ,v1 (t) and ν̄T,u1 ,v1 (t) represent the cascaded
effects of TX IQTM and TX IQI.

(14)

where we assume that each multipath channel has L paths,
and ejθT ,u1 ,v1 is the TX analog beamforming coefficient,
2
huu21 ,v
,v1 (t, l) is the lth tap channel coefficient at time t between
antenna element v1 in TX DAC branch u1 and antenna element
v2 in RX ADC branch u2 , and wu2 ,v2 (t) is an additive white
Gaussian noise process. Then, after analog beamforming with
weights {ejθR,u2 ,v2 } at RX, the signal at the ADC branch u2
is given by
ru2 (t) =

VR
X

ru2 ,v2 (t) ejθR,u2 ,v2 .

(15)

v2 =1

Let αu2 denote the CFO, gR (t) the RX filter impulse
response, and e−jφR,u2 (t) the RX PN. After experiencing PN,
CFO and IQI (c.f. Fig. 2), the signal becomes


ỹu2 (t) =µR,u2 (t) ∗ ru2 (t)e−jφR,u2 (t) e−j2παu2 t
∗

+ νR,u2 (t) ∗ ru2 (t)e−jφR,u2 (t) e−j2παu2 t . (16)

Next, after passing through the RX filter, the output signal is
given by
yu2 (t) = ỹu2 (t) ∗ gR (t) = µR,u2 (t) ∗ r̃u2 (t) + νR,u2 (t) ∗ r̃u∗ 2 (t)
(17)
where
r̃u2 (t) , (ru2 (t)e−jφR,u2 (t) e−j2παu2 t ) ∗ gR (t).

Applying the Fourier transform, we have Yu2 (f )
F{yu2 (t)}, R̃u2 (f )
=
F{r̃u2 (t)}, MR,u2 (f )
F{µR,u2 (t)}, NR,u2 (f ) = F{νR,u2 (t)} and
Yu2 (f ) = MR,u2 (f )R̃u2 (f ) + NR,u2 (f )R̃u∗ 2 (−f ).

(18)
=
=
(19)

When there is IQTM at RX, such time mismatch can
be modeled, in the same manner as in TX IQTM, and the
corresponding RX filter output signal is given by
y̆u2 (t) = ℜ{yu2 (t)} + jℑ{yu2 (t − τrx,u2 )}.

(20)

Then, Y̆u2 (f ) = F{y̆u2 (t)} is related to Yu2 (f ) by

1 + e−j2πf τrx,u2
1 − e−j2πf τrx,u2
+Yu∗2 (−f )
.
2
2
(21)
From (17) and (20), we obtain

Y̆u2 (f ) = Yu2 (f )

y̆u2 (t) = µ̄R,u2 (t) ∗ r̃u2 (t) + ν̄R,u2 (t) ∗ r̃u∗ 2 (t)

(22)

where µ̄R,u2 (t) and ν̄R,u2 (t) are equivalent (virtual) IQI filters
representing the effects of cascaded RX IQI and RX IQTM
and given by
∗
µ̄R,u2 (t) =[µR,u2 (t) + µR,u2 (t − τrx,u2 ) + νR,u
(t)
2
∗
− νR,u
(t − τrx,u2 )]/2,
2

(23)

+ νR,u2 (t − τrx,u2 )]/2.

(24)

ν̄R,u2 (t) =[µ∗R,u2 (t) − µ∗R,u2 (t − τrx,u2 ) + νR,u2 (t)
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If there is a SFO between the sampling frequencies of TX
IDFT and RX DFT, then the RX DFT sampling period Ts′
would be different from the TX IDFT sampling period Ts .
Furthermore, the RX filter output sampling time instant could
deviate from the optimal sampling instant, resulting a STO t0 .
The sampled version of (20) is given by y̆u2 [k] , y̆u2 (kTs′ +
t0 ). After the CP removal, applying DFT to {y̆u2 [k]} of an
OFDM symbol yields the frequency-domain received signal
on sub-carrier n (i.e., at frequency fn , n/(NDFT Ts′ )) as
1
Y̆u2 [n] = √
NDFT

NDFT
X−1

=[(Y̆u2 (f )e

k=0
j2πf t0

y̆u2 [k]e

(25)

where γR (f ) is the RX subcarrier filter given by
γR (f ) ,

p

′

NDFT e−jπTs f (NDFT −1)

sinc (f Ts′ NDFT )
. (26)
sinc (f Ts′ )

γR (f ) is periodic with a period 1/Ts′ , has the mainlobe band∗
width of 2/(Ts′ NDFT ) (narrow-band), and γR (f ) = γR
(−f ).
Define GR (f )
,
F{gR (t)}, Wu2 ,v2 (f )
=
PVR jθR,u ,v
2 2W
F{wu2 ,v2 (t)}, Wu2 (f ) ,
e
(f
),
u2 ,v2
v2 =1
u2 ,v2
u2 ,v2
u2
,
Hu1 ,v1 (f )
Hu1 ,v1 (f )
,
F{hu1 ,v1 (t)},
PVR jθR,u ,v u2 ,v2
2 2H
e
(t)},
(f
),
M̄
(f
)
=
F{µ̄
T,u
,v
T,u
,v
u1 ,v1
1 1
1 1
v2 =1
N̄T,u1 ,v1 (f ) = F{ν̄T,u1 ,v1 (t)}, M̄R,u2 (f ) = F{µ̄R,u2 (f )},
N̄R,u2 (f ) = F{ν̄R,u2 (f )}, ΨT,u1 (f ) , F{ejφT ,u1 (t) rec(t)}
and ΨR,u2 (f ) , F{e−jφR,u2 (t) rec(t)} where rec(t) is a
unit-amplitude rectangular function covering the considered
OFDM symbol.
Then, after some manipulation (See Appendix), we can
express Y̆u2 [n] as
Y̆u2 [n] =

UT
X

X

νν
Cu1 [l] Aµµ
u2 ,u1 [n, l] + Au2 ,u1 [n, l]

u1 =1 l
+Cu1 [l]∗ Aνµ
u2 ,u1 [n, l]

+ Aµν
u2 ,u1 [n, l]



+ η̆u2 [n]



(27)

T

[Cu1 [k1 ], · · · , Cu1 [kN ]] , η̆u2 = [η̆u2 [k1 ], · · · , η̆u2 [kN ]] .
νν
νµ
µν
Also, define N ×N matrices Aµµ
u2 ,u1 , Au2 ,u1 , Au2 ,u1 , Au2 ,u1
such that their (nth row, lth column) elements are given by
νν
νµ
µν
Aµµ
u2 ,u1 [kn , kl ], Au2 ,u1 [kn , kl ], Au2 ,u1 [kn , kl ], Au2 ,u1 [kn , kl ],
respectively. Then, we can express (27) in a matrix form as
Y̆u2 =

UT
X

νν
{(Aµµ
u2 ,u1 + Au2 ,u1 )Cu1

u1 =1

µν
∗
+ (Aνµ
u2 ,u1 + Au2 ,u1 )Cu1 } + η̆u2 .

(28)

UT
X

Qu2 ,u1 [Cu1 ]RI + [η̆u2 ]RI

(29)

u1 =1

where
Qu2 ,u1 ,

"

ℜ{Uu2 ,u1 } −ℑ{Vu2 ,u1 }
ℑ{Uu2 ,u1 }
ℜ{Vu2 ,u1 }

#

,

νν
νµ
µν
Uu2 ,u1 , Aµµ
u2 ,u1 + Au2 ,u1 + Au2 ,u1 + Au2 ,u1 ,

Aµµ
u2 ,u1

+

Aνν
u2 ,u1

−

Aνµ
u2 ,u1

−

Aµν
u2 ,u1 .

(30)
(31)
(32)

Next, to estimate TX and RX IQTMs, we decouple effects
of IQTM from those of other distortions. First, define the
following equations (33)-(38):
n 1 + e−j2πfk1 τ
1 + e−j2πfkN τ o
,··· ,
(33)
ΛD (τ ) , diag
2
2
o
n 1 − e−j2πfk1 τ
1 − e−j2πfkN τ
(34)
,··· ,
ΛM (τ ) , diag
2
2
(35)
ΛµR,u2 , diag {MR,u2 [k1 ], · · · , MR,u2 [kN ]}
ΛνR,u2 , diag {NR,u2 [k1 ], · · · , NR,u2 [kN ]}

(36)

Let Dµu2 ,u1 and Dνu2 ,u1 represent N × N matrices with (nth
row, lth column) elements given by Duµ2 ,u1 [kn , kl ] in (91) and
Duν 2 ,u1 [kn , kl ] in (92), respectively. Next, define
µ
ν∗
BD
u2 ,u1 ,ΛµR,u2 Du2 ,u1 + ΛνR,u2 JDu2 ,u1 J,

BM
u2 ,u1

,ΛµR,u2 Dνu2 ,u1 J

Q̄u2 ,u1 ,

"

+

ΛνR,u2 JDµ∗
u2 ,u1 ,

M
M
ℜ{BD
u2 ,u1 + Bu2 ,u1 } ℑ{Bu2 ,u1
D
M
ℑ{Bu2 ,u1 + Bu2 ,u1 } ℜ{BD
u2 ,u1

(39)
(40)
#
− BD
}
u2 ,u1
.
− BM
u2 ,u1 }
(41)

Then, after some manipulations (see Appendix), we have
[Y̆u2 ]RI ≈

νν
νµ
µν
where Aµµ
u2 ,u1 [n, l], Au2 ,u1 [n, l], Au2 ,u1 [n, l], and Au2 ,u1 [n, l]
represent the cross-coupling mechanisms from subcarrier l to
subcarrier n due to the effects of TX and RX impairments, the
channels, and the analog beamforming, and they are given in
(80), (81), (82), and (83), respectively. The noise term η̆u2 [n]
is given in (84).
Denote the indexes of the used subcarriers by [k1 , · · · , kN ]
where (k1 , kN ), (k2 , kN −1 ), · · · , (k0.5N , k0.5N +1 ) are mirh
iT
ror pairs. Define Y̆u2 = Y̆u2 [k1 ], · · · , Y̆u2 [kN ] , Cu1 =
T

[Y̆u2 ]RI =

Vu2 ,u1 ,

−j2πnk
NDFT

) ∗ γR (f )]f =fn

We can also express (28) in a real-valued matrix form as

UT
X

Λrx,u2 Q̄u2 u1 Λtx,u1 [Cu1 ]RI + [η̆ u2 ]RI (42)

u1 =1

where Λrx,u2 represents the effect of RX IQTM, Λtx,u1 the
effect of TX IQTM, and Q̄u2 u1 the combined effects of the
channel, IQI, CFO, and PN at both TX and RX, as well as SFO
and STO. The equation (42) shows the decoupled operations
of IQTM and other RF distortions. When τtx,u1 = τrx,u2 = 0,
the IQTM matrices Λtx,u1 and Λrx,u2 reduce to an identity
matrix. We will add the OFDM symbol index to the above
variables when needed.
III. I MPACT OF IQTM
From (5) or (21), we observe that the effect of IQTM can
also be viewed as a specific type of frequency dependent
IQI as it takes the same form of the signal model of a
frequency-dependent IQ amplitude and phase imbalance as
used in the literature (e.g., [4], [16]). But IQTM introduces
an additional cascaded frequency-dependent IQI and yields a
frequency-dependent IQI characteristic which is significantly
different from that of the regular frequency-dependent IQI in
the existing literature. To illustrate this, we evaluate the image
rejection ratio (IRR) at the RX for three cases: i) system with
regular frequency-dependent IQI only (due to µR,u2 (t) and
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Λrx,u2 ,

"

Λtx,u1 ,

"

(ℜ[ΛD (τrx,u2 )] + ℜ[ΛM (τrx,u2 )]J),
(ℑ[ΛD (τrx,u2 )] + ℑ[ΛM (τrx,u2 )]J),

(ℑ[ΛM (τrx,u2 )]J − ℑ[ΛD (τrx,u2 )])
(ℜ[ΛD (τrx,u2 )] − ℜ[ΛM (τrx,u2 )]J)

(ℜ[ΛD (τtx,u1 )] + ℜ[ΛM (τtx,u1 )]J),
(ℑ[ΛD (τtx,u1 )] + ℑ[ΛM (τtx,u1 )]J),

(ℑ[ΛM (τtx,u1 )]J − ℑ[ΛD (τtx,u1 )])
(ℜ[ΛD (τtx,u1 )] − ℜ[ΛM (τtx,u1 )]J)

(37)

#
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Fig. 4. Equivalent channel length prolonging effect of IQTM (Top: IQI only;
Bottom: IQI plus IQTM)

Fig. 3. Impact of IQTM on IRR of an OFDM system with frequencydependent IQI

νR,u2 (t)), ii) system with IQTM τrx,u2 only, and iii) system
with both IQTM and regular frequency-dependent IQI. The
IRRs (in dB) at subcarrier n for the three cases are given by
IRRIQI [n] = 20 log10 (|MR,u2 [n]/NR,u2 [n]|), (43)
|1 + e−j2πfn τrx,u2 |
),
(44)
|1 − e−j2πfn τrx,u2 |
IRRIQTM+IQI [n] = 20 log10 (|M̄R,u2 [n]/N̄R,u2 [n]|). (45)
IRRIQTM [n] = 20 log10 (

Let us consider an OFDM system with NDFT = 256, the
RX IQTM τrx,u2 , the RX IQI parameters aIR,u2 = 1.02,
Q
I
aQ
R,u2 = 0.98, θR,u2 = 1 degree, θR,u2 = −1 degree,
I
pR,u2 (t) = 0.01δ(t) + δ(t − Ts ) + 0.01δ(t − 2Ts ), and
pQ
R,u2 (t) = 0.01δ(t) + δ(t − Ts ) + 0.02δ(t − 2Ts ). Fig. 3
presents the corresponding IRRs of the three cases. We observe
that IQTM causes substantial IRR degradation which is more
severe at outer subcarriers. For example, at outer subcarriers,
IRR is around 30 dB for the system with IQI only but
IRR is less than 0 dB for the system with IQI and IQTM
τrx,u2 = 0.8Ts .
Another perspective of the IQTM’s effect is that it prolongs
the equivalent channel length. For a system with frequencydependent TX and RX IQI filters of λ taps each and the
L-tap channel, the sample-spaced equivalent channel impulse
response length (for either the direct channel or the mirror
channel) is L + 2λ − 2 (see eq. (5) and (6) of [16]). Thus,
to see the equivalent channel length prolonging effect, we
can just observe how IQTM changes the effective IQI filter
length. Considering the same system setting as in Fig. 3 with

τrx,u2 = 0.4Ts , we plot in Fig. 4 the effective IQI filter impulse
responses for the case with RX IQI only (i.e., µR,u2 [n],
νR,u2 [n]) and those for the case with RX IQI and RX IQTM
(i.e., µ̄R,u2 [n], ν̄R,u2 [n]). 1 We observe that IQTM changes the
original 3-taps IQI filters into equivalent IQI filters of more
than 30 taps. The consequence is that the pilot overhead would
substantially increase for each transmission packet since the
channels and hence the equivalent channels (incorporating IQI
and IQTM) vary over different packets. However, exploiting
the specific characteristic (namely IQ mismatch in time delay)
of IQTM, we can estimate IQTM separately. The need for
IQTM estimation would be infrequent since IQTM does not
vary as the channel does. This provides pilot overhead saving,
and serves as a motivation for separately addressing IQTM.
IV. IQTM E STIMATION M ETRIC
In developing the estimator and the pilot design for IQTM,
we use the approximate frequency-domain signal model in
(42). However, when we evaluate the system performance,
the actual signals are generated according to the exact signal
model in the time-domain. In this section, we develop pilotbased estimation metric for TX and RX IQTMs. In the
metric development, we use pilot preamble(s) where non-zero
pilot tones are padded with null pilot tones such that both
inter-carrier interference (ICI) and mirror tone interference
(MTI) are avoided for non-zero pilot tones and their ICIs
1 When the equivalent channel impulse response is obtained by IDFT of
the frequency domain channel, the negative indexes in the plot correspond
to their modulo NDFT but for presentation convenience, we plot them using
negative indexes.
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and MTIs are also decoupled. In addition, non-zero pilots
of different DAC branches have non-overlapping (decoupled)
ICI and MTI spreads. The corresponding pilot designs will
be described later. Now, let us consider that DAC branch u1
transmits a non-zero pilot on subcarrier n and a null pilot
on subcarrier −n, and observe the received signal (without
noise) on subcarrier n and −n at ADC u2 . From Appendix,
µν
we know that Aνµ
u2 ,u1 [n, n] and Au2 ,u1 [n, n] are negligible and
µµ
νν
Au2 ,u1 [n, n] ≫ Au2 ,u1 [n, n]. Then, we have
Y̆u2 [n] ≈ Cu1 [n]Aµµ
u2 ,u1 [n, n],

Y̆u2 [−n] ≈

Cu∗1 [n]

Next, define ξn ,

Aνµ
u2 ,u1 [−n, n]

Y̆u2 [−n]
.
Y̆u∗ [n]

+



. (47)

Then, after some simplification

(see Appendix), we obtain ξn as in (48) (shown at the top of
next page). When there are no IQTMs, i.e., τtx,u1 = τrx,u2 =
0, (48) reduces to
NR,u2 [−n] MR,u2 [−n]Duν 2 ,u1 [−n, −n]
+
.
M∗R,u2 [n]
M∗R,u2 [n]Duµ∗2 ,u1 [n, n]

(49)

We observe that ξn without IQTM in (49) varies slowly across
n but ξn with IQTM in (48) changes faster across n due to the
two additional terms caused by IQTMs. The IQTM-induced
terms fluctuate more as the IQTM values increase. This implies
that the sample variance of ξn , denoted σξ2 , is smallest when
IQTM reduces to zero. Thus, we use σξ2 as the metric for
estimating the IQTMs (τtx,u1 , τrx,u2 ). As ξn can be viewed
as 1/IRR[n], the same conclusion for the metric can also be
reached from Fig. 3.

XX

XXXXX

ICI

J2

MTI

mirror

XXX XX

XXXXX

XX

XX XXX

XXXXX

DC
ICI spread

XXX

Subcarriers

offset

Fig. 5. An illustration of designing Jini for a system with κ = 2, ι = 0 and
two TX IQTM candidates.

estimation metric requires disjointness between ICI spreads
at {Jini + k : k = −κ, . . . , κ} and MTI at −Jini (or more
conservatively MTI spreads at {−Jini +k : k = −ι, . . . , ι}). To
achieve this condition, the spacing of non-zero pilot tones must
be at least (2κ+2) (or more conservatively (2κ+2ι+2)) tones
at each side of the DC tone, and the non-zero pilot tones at
the left side and at the right side are offset by (κ + 1) (or more
conservatively (κ+ι+1)) tones. The above spacing guarantees
enough spacing for decoupling ICI spreads and MTI (or MTI
spread) while the offset ensures that the MTI (or MTI spreads)
are disjoint from the ICI spreads. For most practical systems,
we observe ι = 0 and hence the two approaches are the same.
Below, we present the more conservative design of Jini as
R
Jini
= κ + 1 : (2κ + 2ι + 2) : NR ,

(50)

L
Jini

(51)

=

R
fliplr(−Jini
)

−κ−ι−1

or alternatively as
L
Jini
= fliplr(−κ − 1 : (−2κ − 2ι − 2) : −NL ),

V. P ILOT D ESIGNS FOR IQTM S
We can observe from (42) that the RX IQTM can be
compensated by multiplying [Y̆u2 ]RI with the inverse of
Λrx,u2 if τrx,u2 is known. But we cannot apply a similar
compensation approach at the RX for the TX IQTM. Thus, we
adopt a novel pilot design approach to handle the TX IQTM.
In other words, our approach uses different pilot tones for
different TX IQTM estimation candidates but the same pilot
tones for all RX IQTM estimation candidates.
A. Joint TX and RX IQTMs or TX-only IQTM
(i)

J1

Spacing

(46)
Aµν
u2 ,u1 [−n, n]

2

ξn ≈

Jini={J1, J2}

(m)

Suppose {τ̃rx,u2 : i = 1, 2, · · · , nτ,u2 } and {τ̃tx,u1 : m =
1, 2, · · · , nτ,u1 } represent the sets of the trial candidate values
(m)
for the RX IQTM and the TX IQTM, respectively. Let Cu1
(m)
be the N ×1 pilot vector to be used for τ̃tx,u1 and its subcarrier
indexes are mirror pairs.
First, we define an initial non-zero pilot tone index set
L
R
L
R
Jini = {Jini
, Jini
} where Jini
and Jini
represent the index sets
of the initial non-zero pilot tones at the left side and the right
side of the DC tone, respectively. Suppose that the indexes
of the used subcarriers are −NL , · · · , NR . To maintain
the mirror pair property, NL = NR . Note that other RF
distortions such as PN and IQ amplitude and phase imbalance
introduce ICI and MTI in frequency-domain. Assume the
one-side significant ICI spread is κ subcarriers and oneside significant MTI spread is ι subcarriers. Recall that our

R
Jini

=

L
fliplr(−Jini
)

+ κ + ι + 1.

(52)
(53)

The reason the starting index in (50) is κ + 1 or in (52) is
−κ − 1 is to avoid spill-over of ICI spread on the DC tone;
otherwise, it may cause problems associated with the DC offset
issue2 . As an example of the design in (50) and (51), consider
a system with NR = NL = 86, κ = 2 and ι = 0. Then,
R
L
Jini
= {3, 9, 15, . . . , 75, 81} and Jini
= {−84, −78, −72,
. . . , −12, −6}. Fig. 5 also illustrates this example. To see
decoupling between ICI spreads and MTI, observe that the
ICI spreads of tones at indexes 3 and 9 are at indexes {1 : 5}
and {7 : 11} while the MTI of the tone at index −6 appears
at index 6. Also note that the ICI spread of tone at index 3
does not cause a DC offset.
We consider a single TX DAC branch first (while keeping
DAC branch index u1 in some variables for a clear connection
to the case with multiple DACs), and later we will extend the
pilot design to multiple DAC branches. As we will develop
(m)
different pilot sets for different trial candidate values {τ̃tx,u1 },
L
R
let Jm and Jm represent the initial non-zero pilot tone index
(m)
sets at the left and right side of the DC tone for τ̃tx,u1 .
L
R
Furthermore, let [Jini ]k and [Jini ]k stand for the kth elements
L
R
of Jini
and Jini
, respectively. Then, we design the initial pilot
2 If such issue is insignificant up to ε edge tones of the ICI spread, those
starting indexes can begin at κ − ε + 1 and ε − κ − 1.
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ξn ≈

NR,u2 [−n] MR,u2 [−n]Duν 2 ,u1 [−n, −n] 1 − ej2πfn τtx,u1 h MR,u2 [−n]Duµ2 ,u1 [−n, −n]
+
+
M∗R,u2 [n]
M∗R,u2 [n]Duµ∗2 ,u1 [n, n]
M∗R,u2 [n]Duµ∗2 ,u1 [n, n]
1 + ej2πfn τtx,u1
i 1 − ej2πfn τrx,u2
N
j2πfn τrx,u2  D ν∗
)
R,u2 [−n] (1 − e
u2 ,u1 [n, n]
.
+
+
µ∗
∗
j2πf
τ
n rx,u2
MR,u2 [n] (1 + e
) Du2 ,u1 [n, n]
1 + ej2πfn τrx,u2
(m)

R
L
} for τ̃tx,u1 as
, Jm
tone index set Jm = {Jm

symbols span the subcarriers approximately evenly, and

L
L
L
L
]m+2nτ,u1 , · · · },
Jm
={[Jini
]m , [Jini
]m+nτ,u1 , [Jini

R
R
R
R
Jm
={[Jini
]m , [Jini
]m+nτ,u1 , [Jini
]m+2nτ,u1 , · · · }.

(54)
(55)

This allocates Jini among the TX IQTM candidate points in an
interleaved frequency division multiplexing manner which provides frequency diversity for each candidate. As an example,
consider the system mentioned above with nτ,u1 = 2 candidate
points. Then, we have J1L = {−84, −72, . . . , −24, −12},
J1R = {3, 15, . . . , 63, 75}, J2L = {−78, −66, . . . , −18, −6},
and J2R = {9, 21, . . . , 69, 81}. Fig. 5 also illustrates J1 and
J2 for this example.
(m)
(m)
Next, we design the pilot vector Cu1 for τ̃tx,u1 . Let pm
denote a |Jm | × 1 vector containing constant amplitude low
(m)
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) sequence for τ̃tx,u1 , and
Πm represent the N × |Jm | matrix which assigns pm to the
subcarrier indexes defined by Jm . Let the TX IQTM matrix
(m)
(m)
Λtx,u1 for τtx,u1 = τ̃tx,u1 be denoted by Λtx,u1 (τ̃tx,u1 ). From
(m)
(42), we observe that we can design Cu1 so that the effect
(m)
of the TX IQTM for τtx,u1 = τ̃tx,u1 is pre-compensated. This
design is given by
(56)

(m)
Cu1

Note that
has non-zero elements only at the subcarriers
(m)
(m)
defined by Jm for τ̃tx,u1 = 0 and by {±Jm } for τ̃tx,u1 6= 0.
The TX pilot vector is
nτ,u1

X

Cu(m)
.
1

(57)

m=1

The phases of {pm } can be optimized to minimize PAPR of
the time-domain signal generated from Cu1 . A simpler lowPAPR design is to set pm = ejθm p1 for m 6= 1, and minimize
the PAPR over the parameters {θm : m = 2, 3, · · · , nτ,u1 } and
the phases of p1 .
If multiple preamble symbols with the symbol index set
T are used, we denote the tone index sets by including the
symbol index t ∈ T . In this case, we have
L
L
Jini,t
=Jini
,
R
Jm,t

R
R
Jini,t
= Jini
, t∈T,

R
R
={[Jini
]βt,m +m , [Jini
]βt,m +m+nτ,u1 ,
R
[Jini ]βt,m +m+2nτ,u1 , · · · }, t ∈ T
L
L
L
Jm,t ={[Jini
]βt,m +m , [Jini
]βt,m +m+nτ,u1 ,
L
[Jini ]βt,m +m+2nτ,u1 , · · · }, t ∈ T

R
L
R
L
{Jm
, Jm
} ∩ {Jm
, Jm
} = ∅, m1 6= m2 , t ∈ T .
1 ,t
1 ,t
2 ,t
2 ,t
(61)
R
L
R
L
Also note that {Jm,t
, Jm,t
} ∩ {Jm,t
, Jm,t
} = ∅, t1 6= t2 .
1
1
2
2
(m)
For τ̃tx,u1 at symbol t ∈ T , denote the constant amplitude
low-PAPR sequence vector by pm,t , the subcarrier assignment
(m)
matrix by Πm,t , and the corresponding pilot vector by Cu1 ,t .
(m)
Then, Cu1 ,t is designed as
(m)

(m)

[Cu1 ,t ]RI = Λtx,u1 (−τ̃tx,u1 ) [Πm,t pm,t ]RI , t ∈ T .

(62)

The TX pilot vector at preamble symbol t is
nτ,u1

Cu1 ,t =

X

m=1

(m)

Cu1 ,t , t ∈ T .

(63)

The same approach of PAPR-minimization can also be done
for each preamble symbol by optimizing over the phases of
{pm,t : m = 1, 2, · · · , nτ,u1 } or by setting pm,t = ejθm,t p1,t
for m 6= 1, and optimizing over the parameters {θm,t : m =
2, 3, · · · , nτ,u1 } and the phases of p1,t .
B. RX-only IQTM

(m)

[Cu(m)
]RI = Λtx,u1 (−τ̃tx,u1 ) [Πm pm ]RI .
1

Cu1 =

(48)

(58)
,

(59)

,

(60)

where {βt,m } are chosen such that non-zero pilot tone indexes
of a candidate TX IQTM collected from all the preamble

For the scenario with RX-only IQTM, the pilot design is
simply given by the non-zero pilot tone index set Jini as
defined in (50) and (51) or (52) and (53), and the constant
amplitude low-PAPR sequence transmitted on Jini . All of the
RX IQTM estimate candidates use the same received pilots
located at ±Jini . In this case, one preamble symbol is typically
sufficient if |Jini | is reasonably large to yield a reliable sample
variance metric σξ2 . If multiple preamble symbols are used, the
same preamble can be repeated.
C. Extension to Multiple DACs
For multiple DACs, the above pilot design can be directly
generalized while maintaining the property of decoupled ICI
and MTI spreads among the non-zero pilot tones. The nonzero pilot tones’ indexes are given by (50) and (51) or (53) and
(52). These non-zero pilot tones are allocated among different
DAC branches in a time-division manner (i.e., using different
preamble symbols for different DAC branches) or a distributed
frequency-division manner (similar to (55), (54)), or their
combination (e.g., time-division for different groups of DACs
and frequency division for DACs within each group, or similar
to (59), (60)). Then, the non-zero pilot tones of each DAC
branch are allocated to different TX IQTM candidate points
as in (55) and (54), or (59) and (60). The design principle of
the pilot vector for each DAC branch remains the same as that
described above.
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VI. E STIMATION AND C OMPENSATION OF IQTM S
A. Joint estimation of TX and RX IQTMs
Suppose that the system has both TX and RX IQTMs and
it uses the corresponding pilots (preambles) described in the
previous section. First, we apply compensation of RX IQTM
(i)
based on a candidate τ̃rx,u2 on the received frequency-domain
vector at OFDM symbol t ∈ T as
(i)

(i)
[Y̆u2 ,t ]RI = Λrx,u2 (−τ̃rx,u
) [Y̆u2 ,t ]RI
2

(64)

(i)
where Λrx,u2 (−τ̃rx,u2 ) is given by (37) with τrx,u2 replaced
(i)
(m)
(i)
by −τ̃rx,u2 . Next, for a candidate IQTM pair (τ̃tx,u1 , τ̃rx,u2 )
(m,i)
and n ∈ Jm,t with t ∈ T , we define and compute ξn,t as
(m,i)

ξn,t

=

(i)
Y̆u2 ,t [−n]
(i)
(Y̆u2 ,t [n])∗

(65)

and the estimation metric as a sample variance given by


X X
1
(m)
(m,i) 2
(i)
P
σξ2 (τ̃tx,u1 , τ̃rx,u
)
=
|ξ
|
n,t
2
t∈T |Jm,t |
t∈T n∈Jm,t

X X (m,i) 2
1
. (66)
ξn,t
− P
t∈T |Jm,t |
t∈T n∈Jm,t

Note that different TX IQTM candidate points have different
disjoint pilot tones from which their corresponding estimation
metric values are computed separately. Among the candidate
(m)
(i)
IQTM pairs {(τ̃tx,u1 , τ̃rx,u2 )}, the estimator chooses the one
which yields the smallest metric value as
(τ̂tx,u1 , τ̂rx,u2 ) =

(m)

arg
(i)
(m)
{(τ̃tx,u ,τ̃rx,u2 )}
1

(i)
min{σξ2 (τ̃tx,u1 , τ̃rx,u
)}.
2

(67)
B. Estimation of TX-only IQTM
Let us consider the scenario with TX-only IQTM and the
corresponding pilots as described in the previous section.
Then, no RX side compensation is needed and we define and
compute
(m)

Y̆u2 ,t [−n]

, n ∈ Jm,t , t ∈ T ,
(Y̆u2 ,t [n])∗


X X
1
(m)
(m)
|ξn,t |2
σξ2 (τ̃tx,u1 ) = P
t∈T |Jm,t |
ξn,t =

(68)

t∈T n∈Jm,t

− P

X X (m) 2
1
ξn,t .
t∈T |Jm,t |

(69)

t∈T n∈Jm,t

Then, the corresponding TX IQTM estimator is given by
τ̂tx,u1 = arg{τ̃ (m)

tx,u1 }

(m)

min{σξ2 (τ̃tx,u1 )}.

First, we apply compensation of RX IQTM based on a candi(i)
date τ̃rx,u2 as in (64) to the frequency-domain received vector
at preamble symbol t ∈ T . Then, we define and compute
(i)

(i)

(71)

(72)

t∈T n∈Jini

The corresponding RX IQTM estimator is given by
τ̂rx,u2 = arg{τ̃ (i)

rx,u2 }

(i)
min{σξ2 (τ̃rx,u
)}.
2

(73)

D. IQTM Estimation in MIMO System
In a MIMO system with UT DAC branches and UR ADC
branches, we can further improve the estimation performance
by averaging across relevant MIMO branches. Recall that the
pilot tones of UT TX DAC branches are disjoint in frequency
and/or time. These UT disjoint pilot sets experience the same
RX IQTM at an ADC branch. Thus, at the output of ADC
branch u2 , our estimator based on UT pilot sets gives UT
estimates of the same RX IQTM for the ADC branch u2 . We
propose to average these UT estimates to enhance the RX
IQTM estimation performance. As an example of averaging,
we use the majority rule to select the final estimate. In a similar
manner, TX IQTM of a DAC branch is estimated at the output
of each of the UR ADC branches and these UR estimates of
TX IQTM of that DAC branch can be averaged to improve
the TX IQTM estimation performance.
Next, we analytically assess the performance of the majority
rule MIMO averaging. Our investigation results (as will be
presented later) show that random normalized IQTMs (i.e.,
τtx,u1 /Ts and τrx,u1 /Ts′ ) which are uniformly distributed
within the range [−1/8, 1/8] give almost the same bit error
rate (BER) performance as the system with no IQTMs. Thus,
we consider discretized IQTM values with a normalized resolution of 1/4, which allows us to evaluate estimation success
or failure probabilities. We also observe in our investigation
(as will be shown later) that the proposed estimator before
MIMO averaging gives the correct estimate most of the times
and almost all of the errors correspond to one or two adjacent
candidate points at each side of the actual IQTM point. Thus,
it is sufficient to consider a total of 5 possible points for the
estimate, and denote their probabilities by Pi , i = 0, 1, · · · , 4
where P0 represents the probability of correct estimation. As
the estimates in the above averaging are independent, after
combining U estimates by the majority rule, the estimation
success probability is given by
U
X

(70)
Psuccess =

k=⌈U/5⌉

C. Estimation of RX-only IQTM
Suppose that IQTM only exists at the RX and the corresponding pilots described in the previous section are used.

Y̆u2 ,t [−n]

, n ∈ Jini , t ∈ T ,
(i)
(Y̆u2 ,t [n])∗

X X (i) 
1
(i)
|ξn,t |2
σξ2 (τ̃rx,u
)
=
2
|T ||Jini |
t∈T n∈Jini
X X (i) 2
1
−
ξn,t .
|T ||Jini |
ξn,t =

+

P0k Q(U − k, k)

U
X

k=⌈U/5⌉

⌊(U −k)/k⌋

X

m=1

1 k ′
P Q (U − k, k, m) (74)
m 0
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where ⌊X⌋ ( ⌈X⌉) is the floor (ceiling) operation which
rounds X to the nearest
(greater) than or equal to
 X−k
 X−kless
P Xinteger
1 −k2
1
P1k1 P2k2 P3k3 P4k4
X and Q(X, Y ) =
k3
k2
k1
with the constraint that k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 are non-negative integers,
k1 + k2 + k3 + k4P= X and max(k
1 , k2 , k
3 , k4k)1 <k2Y . kNext,

X X−k1 X−k1 −k2
P1 P2 P3 3 P4k4
Q′ (X, Y, m) =
k3
k2
k1
with the constraint k1 + k2 + k3 + k4
= X,
max(k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ) = Y and m variables from k1 , k2 , k3 , k4
have the same maximum value Y . If there is no such
k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 which satisfy the constraint, Q(X, Y ) or
Q′ (X, Y, m) equals to 0. In (74), the first term corresponds
to the case where the correct candidate point has more counts
than any other candidate. The second term is due to the tied
case where the correct candidate point and one or more other
candidate points have the same majority count.
E. Protocol for IQTM Compensation
As the characteristics of the TX and RX circuit paths can
be different, the TX and RX IQTMs for uplink and downlink
can be different. Thus, in practice, pilot transmission and
estimation of TX and RX IQTMs should be done for both
uplink and downlink. The RX IQTM can be compensated
at the RX. However, the TX IQTM cannot be compensated
at the RX and hence it should be fed back to the TX and
compensation should be done at the TX. Thus, for IQTM
estimation/compensation for both uplink and downlink, we
propose the transmission protocol given in Fig. 6. Note that
majority rule MIMO averaging is applied in step 2 and item
i of step 4 in the protocol. In step 3, pilots and data tones
(feedback information) of different UEs are disjoint in the time
domain (TDM), frequency domain (FDM) or a combination
of both (TDM+FDM). In items ii and iii of step 4, averaging
across UEs is performed, for example, by majority rule in the
same way as in MIMO averaging. Other parts of the protocol
steps are self-explanatory from the description, thus further
elaboration is omitted.
We note that the UE averaging is essentially the same
as additional MIMO averaging, thus its performance can be
obtained from (74) where {Pi } now represent probabilities of
the estimates after MIMO averaging at a UE but before the
UE averaging.
As IQTMs typically do not change even over a long time
interval, it is not necessary to frequently transmit pilots and
estimate IQTM. Each transceiver just stores its TX and RX
IQTM estimate values and applies the corresponding compensation at the RX or at the TX. If desired, regular fine tuning of
the IQTM estimate values can be done by the same approach
and by appropriately averaging the estimate values.
F. IQTM Compensation
For a transceiver with stored IQTM estimates of {τ̂tx,u1 }
and {τ̂rx,u2 }, the TX IQTM compensation is performed on the
frequency-domain data vector as
[C̃u1 ]RI = Λtx,u1 (−τ̂tx,u1 ) [Cu1 ]RI

(75)

where C̃u1 becomes IDFT inputs for OFDM signal generation.
The RX IQTM compensation is performed on the DFT output

BS transmits pilots for IQTM

Each UE estimates DL TX and RX IQTM parameters
(with MIMO averaging)

UEs transmit to BS via TDM, FDM or TDM+FDM:
i) pilots for IQTM
ii) pilots for channel and other RF distortions
iii) BS’s TX IQTM

BS performs the following:
i) estimates UL TX and RX IQTMs for each UE based on
pilots for IQTM (with MIMO averaging)
ii) averages UL RX IQTM estimates across UEs, and applies
compensation of UL RX IQTM
iii) extracts feedback of DL TX IQTM based on the other set
of pilots, and averages them across UEs

BS applies compensation of its TX IQTM and transmits
i) (common) pilots for channel and other RF distortions
ii) individual TX IQTMs of UEs

Each UE applies compensation of its RX IQTM and
extracts its TX IQTM based on the pilots

All transceivers know own TX and RX IQTMs which can
be used for compensation in their TX and RX.
IQTM estimation protocol finished.

Fig. 6. Protocol sequence for TX and RX IQTM estimation/compensation
for uplink and downlink. (TDM=time-division multiplexing, FDM=frequencydivision multiplexing)

frequency-domain vector at RX as
[Ỹu2 ]RI = Λrx,u2 (−τ̂rx,u2 ) [Y̆u2 ]RI

(76)

where Ỹu2 is input to the modulation slicer or data detector.
In the above, we presented baseband DSP-based compensation for IQTM. If the transceiver has multi-phase filters or
DAC/ADC with adjustable sampling instants for introducing
different delays at the TX and RX chains, IQTM compensation
can also be implemented by such hardware-based mechanism.
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. System Setting
We consider an OFDM system with 64 antennas at BS and
4 antennas at UE. The subcarrier spacing is 1.44 MHz and the
carrier frequency is 73 GHz. We use two settings for bandwidth, namely, 250 MHz and 2 GHz, the corresponding DFT
sizes are 256 and 2048, and the number of used subcarriers is
173 and 1388, respectively. The channel model is based on the
3GPP LTE channel model [29] with two clusters where each
cluster has 20 sub-paths, the second clusters delay is about 80
ns (based on Huawei’s mm-wave channel measurements) and
its power is −9 dB with reference to the first cluster. Analog
beamforming is applied based on the mean arrival angle of the
sub-paths of the first cluster. We consider a single data stream
with 16-QAM. The PN power spectral densities (PSD) at TX
and RX are independently modeled as PSD(f ) = PSD(0)[1+
( ffz )2 ]/[1 + ( ffp )2 ] where PSD(0) = −60 dBc/Hz, PSD(100k)
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= −75 dBc/Hz and PSD(∞) = −130 dBc/Hz. The CFOs at
TX and RX sides are independent and uniformly distributed
within the range of ±1 ppm, the RX SFO is set at 1 ppm and
the RX STO is uniformly distributed within [−Ts′ /2, Ts′ /2].
Frequency-independent IQIs are independent at TX and RX
sides and they are modeled with uniform distributions with
the range [−4, 4] for 20 log10 [aI /aQ ], and the range [−5, 5]
degrees for θI − θQ . Frequency-dependent IQI filters are set
as pIR,u2 (t) = 0.01δ(t) + δ(t − Ts ) + 0.01δ(t − 2Ts ), and
′
′
pQ
R,u2 (t) = 0.01δ(t) + δ(t − Ts ) + 0.02δ(t − 2Ts ). The mobile
speed is 10 km/h. We assume no nonlinear distortion. We use
κ = 2 and ι = 0 and they are set according to [17]. In the
simulation, signals are generated in the time domain with 4
times oversampling of the DFT sampling frequency.
100
τtx = 0.25T s, τrx = 0
τtx = 0.5T s, τrx = 0

almost the same as that of the system with no IQTMs. This
provides a guideline for setting the spacing of the candidate
normalized IQTM values to be 1/4 for the considered system. Furthermore, it also allows us to discretize the actual
IQTM values with the spacing of 1/4 (which we use in
our later investigations) which in turn enables us to assess
the estimation failure probabilities of our IQTM estimators.
Next, we observe that the IQTM-induced BER degradation is
substantial if the normalized IQTMs are larger than 1/8 and
no IQTM compensation is applied. The above BER results
clearly demonstrate that IQTM estimation and compensation
schemes are needed to counter the effects of IQTM.
To illustrate the performance of the proposed IQTM compensation, we also include in Fig. 7 the BER performance
(denoted “Compensation”) obtained after our proposed IQTM
compensation for the case with τtx = 0.5Ts and τrx = 0.5Ts′ .
The proposed approach achieves the same BER performance
as the case without IQTMs, thus illustrating its effectiveness.

τtx = 0.75T s, τrx = 0
τtx = T s, τrx = 0
τtx = 0, τrx = 0.5T ′s

-1

10

10 -1

Bit Error Rate

τtx = 0.5T s, τrx = 0.5T ′s
τtx = 0, τrx = 0
τtx /T s, τrx/T ′s ∈ [-1/8, 1/8]

Estimation failure probability

Compensation
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Fig. 7. The impacts of IQTMs on the system’s BER performance.
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B. Impact of IQTM on BER
We first evaluate the impact of IQTM on system’s BER,
thus no IQTM compensation is applied here. We consider the
system with 250 MHz bandwidth where an OFDM preamble
symbol is followed by a pilot-data multiplexed OFDM symbol
carrying 16-QAM symbols and pilot tones. Here, we assume
frequency-independent IQI3 . The preamble and pilots are for
estimating the channel and RF distortions (other than IQTM).
These preamble and pilot designs, their corresponding estimators and data detection are according to [17]. In Fig. 7, we
present the effects of IQTMs on BER for different Eb /N0
values. We evaluate BER for systems with TX-only IQTM,
RX-only IQTM, and both TX and RX IQTMs. We observe
that the BER performance degrades as the IQTM increases
and the BER performances for TX-only IQTM and RX-only
IQTM are practically the same. The IQTMs at both TX and
RX cause more BER degradation than the IQTM at one side
only. We also include a random (uniform) IQTMs with the
normalized range of [−1/8, 1/8], and its BER performance is
3 Pilot designs and data detection scheme for the considered system with
frequency-dependent IQI are not available in the literature and developing
them constitutes another research problem which is outside the scope of this
paper.

Fig. 8. Estimation failure probabilities for systems with TX-only IQTM and
RX-only IQTM

C. Estimator Performance
The estimator in [27] assumes that CFO is pre-compensated
and other RF distortions are ignored. Its estimator uses
two preambles with frequency-domain symbols
{C1 [k]}
C1∗ [N −k+1]
and {C2 [k]} separately and requires that
−
C1 [k]
C2∗ [N −k+1]
C2 [k]

6= 0 for k ∈ P where P is the pilot index
set. The signal is intentionally transmitted on pairs of mirror subcarriers to enable the key metric function D[k] =
Y̆2 [k]−C2 [k]Ĥ[k]
in the RX-only IQTM case,
Y̆ ∗ [N −k+1]−C
[k]Ĥ[N −k+1]
2

ideal

where Cideal [k] = C2 [k]C1∗ [N − k + 1]/C1 [k] and Ĥ[k] =
Y̆1 [k]/C1 [k]. Reference [27] estimates τrx by comparing the
variance of {D[k], k ∈ P} to heuristic thresholds.
We first evaluate the TX-only and RX-only IQTM cases
for the system with 250 MHz bandwidth and frequencyindependent IQI. For the RX-only IQTM case, we use one
preamble symbol with non-zero pilot tone spacing of 6 tones
(i)
at each side of the DC tone and use the candidate set {τ̃rx }
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10-1

100
τ = 0, τ = 0
rx

Estimation failure probability

= {−Ts′ , −0.75Ts′ , · · · , Ts′ }. The reference estimator uses two
preamble symbols and each symbol uses the same amount of
pilots and the same pilot tone spacing as the proposed estimator. For the TX-only IQTM case, we use the candidate set
(i)
{τ̃tx } = {−Ts , −0.75Ts , · · · , Ts }. The number of preamble
symbols is the same as the number of TX IQTM candidate
points. Each preamble symbol has non-zero pilot tones with
tone spacing of 6 tones at each side of the DC tone and these
non-zero pilot tones are assigned alternately among the IQTM
candidate points as described in Section V.
Fig. 8 presents the estimation failure probability of the
reference estimator in [27] for the RX-only IQTM case and
the proposed IQTM estimators for the TX-only and RX-only
IQTM cases. We see that the proposed RX IQTM estimator
has significant advantage compared to the reference estimator. Note that the reference estimator is developed without
considering TX IQTM, so it cannot estimate the TX IQTM.
We also observe that the estimation failure probabilities of the
proposed estimators for the TX-only and RX-only IQTM cases
are similar.

tx
′
s

τ = 0.5T , τ = 0
rx

tx

′
s

τ = 0.25T , τ = 0.25T
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s
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Fig. 10. RX IQTM estimation failure probability of the proposed method in
systems with both TX and RX IQTMs

But the proposed method still gives good performance. The
estimation failure probabilities of different τtx and τrx values
are similar.

τrx = 0, τtx = 0
′

τrx = 0.5T s, τtx = 0
′

τrx = 0, τtx = 0.5T s
τ = 0.5T ′ , τ = 0.5T
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τrx = 0.25T s, τtx = 0.25T s
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τ
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τ
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Fig. 9. TX IQTM estimation failure probability of the proposed method in
systems with both TX and RX IQTMs

Next, we evaluate the estimator performance in systems
with both TX and RX IQTMs for both cases of frequencyindependent IQI and frequency-dependent IQI (3 taps). For
(i)
the proposed estimator, we use the candidate set {τ̃tx }
(i)
′
= {−Ts , −0.75Ts , · · · , Ts } and {τ̃rx } = {−Ts , −0.75Ts′ ,
· · · , Ts′ }. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the estimation failure
probabilities of the TX IQTM and the RX IQTM, respectively,
for the proposed method under several IQTM settings. In
Fig. 10, we also include the performance of the reference
estimator when τtx = 0.25Ts . We observe that the reference
estimator fails in the presence of TX IQTM. The reference
estimator relies on heuristic thresholds which are calculated
based on RX-only IQTM candidates. In the presence of TX
IQTM, the metric used in [27] is no longer valid and those
heuristic thresholds are not applicable any more. Comparing
with Fig. 8, IQTMs at both the TX and RX cause larger
estimation failure probability than individual IQTM cases.

τ
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Fig. 11. TX IQTM estimation failure probability for systems with both TX
and RX IQTMs (2 GHz bandwidth)

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 present the TX and RX IQTM estimation
performance of the proposed method in the system with 2
GHz bandwidth in the presence of both the TX and RX
(i)
(i)
IQTMs. We use {τ̃rx } = {−Ts′ , −0.75Ts′ , · · · , Ts′ } and {τ̃tx }
= {−0.5Ts , −0.25Ts , · · · , 0.5Ts }. Here, we test with one
or two preamble symbols only. We observe that using two
preamble symbols gives a reasonably good estimation failure
rate of about 1% for both TX and RX IQTMs.
Next, to illustrate performance improvement of MIMO
averaging, we consider a MIMO system with UT = UR = 4
as an example. Suppose that the error probability mass function before MIMO averaging is given by [P0 , P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 ]
which correspond to probabilities of selecting 5 candi-
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Fig. 12. RX IQTM estimation failure probability for systems with both TX
and RX IQTMs (2 GHz bandwidth)

date IQTM values with the normalized estimation error
[0, −0.25, 0.25, −0.5, 0.5], respectively. From (74), the estimation success probability after the majority rule MIMO
averaging can be obtained as in (77). Taking the results in
Fig 9 as an example, the estimation failure probability of a
certain DAC branch TX IQTM is about 5.6 × 10−3 at 4dB
SNR for each single estimator (before MIMO averaging). The
corresponding probabilities obtained by simulation are given
by P0 = 0.9944, P1 ≈ P2 = 0.0024, and P3 ≈ P4 = 0.0004.
Substituting these values into (77) gives the estimation failure
probability of the MIMO averaging as 3.579 × 10−5 and the
simulation gives a matched result of 3.6 × 10−5 . Similarly,
in Fig 10, the estimation failure probability of a certain ADC
branch RX IQTM is about 6.1 × 10−3 at 4dB SNR for each
single estimator (before MIMO averaging). The corresponding
probabilities obtained by simulation are given by P0 = 0.9939,
P1 ≈ P2 = 0.0026, and P3 ≈ P4 = 0.0004. With these
values, (77) gives the estimation failure probability of the
MIMO averaging as 4.188 × 10−5 and the simulation gives
a matched result 4.165 × 10−5 . Thus, we observe that the
estimator performance can be significantly improved by means
of MIMO averaging. As UE averaging plays the same role,
its additional performance improvement can also be directly
understood.
D. Pilot Overhead and Estimator Complexity
As IQTMs typically do not change much, their estimation
need not be performed frequently. The pilot overhead depends
on the number of TX IQTM candidate points, the phase

(77)

noise one-side ICI spread (as it determines the non-zero pilot
tone spacing), and the number of used subcarriers (as the
ICI level on a subcarrier depends on it). For example, for
τtx,u1 /Ts ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] with 5 TX IQTM candidate points
and 250 MHz bandwidth, we can use 5 pilot symbols instead
of 9 symbols and obtain similar estimation performance (the
plots of which are omitted due to space limitation). For reliable
IQTM estimation in the systems with the phase noise one-side
ICI spread of two subcarriers, and the subcarrier spacing of
1.44 MHz, the pilot overhead we use is one OFDM symbol
of duration 0.844µs (about 28 non-zero pilot tones) per TX
IQTM candidate point for 250 MHz bandwidth (173 used
subcarriers) and two OFDM symbols (with OFDM symbol
duration of 0.787µs) per 5 TX IQTM candidate points (about
92 non-zero pilot tones per TX IQTM candidate point) for 2
GHz bandwidth (1388 used subcarriers). The pilot overhead
could be less for milder phase noises.
Next, we provide the computational complexity of the joint
TX and RX IQTM estimator after the RX DFT operation.
Suppose for nτ,u1 TX IQTM candidate points, nτ,u2 RX
IQTM candidate points, and UT TX DAC branches, there
are M OFDM symbols, each with K non-zero pilot tones.
Then, from (64), (65), (66), and (67), the estimator requires
nτ,u2 [8KM + (2KM + nτ,u1 )UT ] real multiplications or
divisions, nτ,u2 [5KM + (4KM − nτ,u1 )UT ] real additions or
subtractions, and UT (nτ,u1 nτ,u2 −1) real comparisons. For example, for the considered system with NDFT = 256, UT = 1,
τtx,u1 ∈ [−0.5Ts , 0.5Ts ], and τrx,u2 ∈ [−0.5Ts′ , 0.5Ts′ ], we
can use K = 28, nτ,u1 = 5, nτ,u2 = 5, M = 5 and
the estimator requires 7,025 real multiplications, 6,275 real
additions, and 24 real comparisons.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effects of IQTMs on mm-wave OFDM
systems with RF distortions and developed corresponding
signal model, novel pilot designs, IQTM estimators, and corresponding protocols for IQTM compensation. Our investigation
results are summarized below. IQTMs cause a cascaded IQI
scenario with substantially different characteristics from the
regular (commonly considered) IQI. These IQTMs can prolong
the effective channel length and significantly degrade the IRR
(more pronounced at outer subcarriers) and the BER performance. An IQTM value larger than 1/8 of the normal sampling
period causes substantial BER degradation to the considered
system and the larger the IQTM value, the worse the BER
is. Our estimators apply RX-side IQTM compensation for
each RX IQTM candidate and a disjoint set of specifically
designed pilot tones for each TX IQTM candidate. Resolution
of IQTM candidate points should be at least 4 points per the
normal sampling period. Our estimation metric exploits the
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fact that a larger IQTM causes more fluctuation of IRR across
subcarriers and it proves to be an effective metric. The proposed IQTM estimators and compensators can be implemented
without requiring compensation of other RF distortions. The
simulation results show that the proposed pilot designs and
IQTM estimators substantially outperform the existing method
in terms of estimation performance and general applicability.
Furthermore, the proposed MIMO averaging and UE averaging
substantially enhance IQTM estimation performance. Overall,
IQTM is an important issue for mm-wave systems and the
proposed approach offers an effective solution.
A PPENDIX
This appendix presents detailed steps in developing the
frequency domain signal models. First, substituting F{Eq.
(18)} into F{Eq. (22)} gives
Y̆u2 (f ) = M̄R,u2 (f ){Ru2 (f ) ∗ ΨR,u2 (f + αu2 )}GR (f )
+ N̄R,u2 (f ){Ru∗ 2 (−f ) ∗ Ψ∗R,u2 (−f + αu2 )}G∗R (−f ).
(78)
Next, substituting F{Eq. (14)} into F{Eq. (15)} gives
Ru2 (f ) =

VT
UT X
VR n X
X

v2 =1

,v2
ejθT ,u1 ,v1 Xu1 ,v1 (f )Huu12,v
(f )
1

u1 =1 v1 =1

o
+ Wu2 ,v2 (f ) ejθR,u2 ,v2 .

(79)

Similarly, substitute (2) into F{Eq. (11)} and then into (79),
(78), and (25), successively. Then, some lengthy but straightforward manipulation gives (27) with its variables defined in
(80)-(84) (shown at the top of next page).
Next, the Fourier transforms of (12), (13), (23), and (24)
give
M̄T,u1 ,v1 (f ) =MT,u1 ,v1 (f )

1+e

Duµ2 ,u1 [n, l] ,

VT
X

v1 =1

Duν 2 ,u1 [n, l] ,

VT
X

v1 =1

MT,u1 ,v1 [l]ejθT ,u1 ,v1 Du2 ,u1 ,v1 [n, l] (91)
NT,u1 ,v1 [l]ejθT ,u1 ,v1 Du2 ,u1 ,v1 [n, l] (92)

Similarly, we obtain (93)-(95) shown at the next page. For the
used subcarriers, we can express (89), (93), (94), and (95) in
the matrix form as

µ
ν
Aµµ
u2 ,u1 ≈ΛM̄R,u2 Du2 ,u1 ΛD (τtx,u1 ) + Du2 ,u1 ΛM (τtx,u1 ) ,
(96)

µ∗
∗
Aνν
u2 ,u1 ≈ΛN̄R,u2 JDu2 ,u1 ΛM (τtx,u1 )J

∗
(τ
)J
,
(97)
+ JDν∗
Λ
u2 ,u1 D tx,u1

µ
Aνµ
u2 ,u1 ≈ΛM̄R,u2 Du2 ,u1 ΛM (τtx,u1 )J

+ Dνu2 ,u1 ΛD (τtx,u1 )J ,
(98)

µ∗
∗
Aµν
u2 ,u1 ≈ΛN̄R,u2 JDu2 ,u1 ΛD (τtx,u1 )

∗
+ JDν∗
Λ
(τ
)J
.
(99)
tx,u
u2 ,u1 M
1
From (90), we know that Du2 ,u1 ,v1 [n, l] is negligible if n
is not around l. Consequently, this characteristic applies to
Duµ2 ,u1 [n, l] and Duν 2 ,u1 [n, l]. This renders that dominant terms
νµ
of Aµµ
u2 ,u1 and Au2 ,u1 [n, l] are around their diagonal while
νµ
those of Au2 ,u1 and Aµν
u2 ,u1 are around their anti-diagonal;
other terms are insignificant. Define
C̆u1 , ΛD (τtx,u1 )Cu1 + ΛM (τtx,u1 )JC∗u1 ,
Řu2 ,

−j2πf τtx,u1

2
1 − e−j2πf τtx,u1
+ NT,u1 ,v1 (f )
,
2
1 − e−j2πf τtx,u1
N̄T,u1 ,v1 (f ) =MT,u1 ,v1 (f )
2
1 + e−j2πf τtx,u1
,
+ NT,u1 ,v1 (f )
2
1 + e−j2πf τrx,u2
M̄R,u2 (f ) =MR,u2 (f )
2
1 − e−j2πf τrx,u2
∗
+ NR,u2 (−f )
,
2
1 − e−j2πf τrx,u2
N̄R,u2 (f ) =M∗R,u2 (−f )
2
1 + e−j2πf τrx,u2
+ NR,u2 (f )
.
2

fact in (80), we obtain (89) and (90) shown at the next page
and (91)-(92) shown below:

UT
X

Dµu2 ,u1 C̆u1 + Dνu2 ,u1 JC̆∗u1 ,

(100)
(101)

u1 =1

R̂u2 , ΛµR,u2 Řu2 + ΛνR,u2 JŘ∗u2 ,
(85)

(86)

(102)

and successively substitute them. Next, substitute (96), (97),
(98), and (99) into (28). Then, after appropriate re-arranging
the terms in the resulting lengthy equation, we obtain
Y̆u2 ≈ ΛD (τrx,u2 )R̂u2 + ΛM (τrx,u2 )JR̂∗u2 + η̆ u2 .

(103)

From (101), (102), (39), (39), we can also express
(87)

∗
M
R̂u2 = BD
u2 ,u1 C̆u1 + Bu2 ,u1 C̆u1 .

(104)

Next, we convert (100), (104), and (103) into the real-valued
matrix form and obtain
(88)

We observe that M̄T,u1 ,v1 (f ), N̄T,u1 ,v1 (f ), M̄R,u2 (f ), and
N̄R,u2 (f ) do not change much within a subcarrier bandwidth
(or within the main bandwidth of γT (f ) and γR (f )) since the
underlying frequency-dependent IQI filter frequency responses
do not vary much within a subcarrier bandwidth. Using this

[C̆u1 ]RI = Λtx,u1 [Cu1 ]RI ,

(105)

UT
X

(106)

[R̂u2 ]RI =

Q̄u2 ,u1 [C̆u1 ]RI ,

u1 =1

[Y̆u2 ]RI = Λrx,u2 [R̂u2 ]RI + [η̆ u2 ]RI .

(107)

Substituting the above equations successively gives (42).
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Auµµ2 ,u1 [n, l] =

VT
X

ejθT ,u1 ,v1

v1 =1

 



Huu12,v1 (f ) [GT (f )γT (f − l∆f )M̄T,u1 ,v1 (f )] ∗ ΨT,u1 (f )



∗ΨR,u2 (f + αu2 )} GR (f )ej2πf t0 M̄R,u2 (f ) ∗ γR (f ) f =f ,

(80)

n

Aνν
u2 ,u1 [n, l] =

VT
X

e−jθT ,u1 ,v1

v1 =1

 



∗
∗
Huu12,v
(−f ) [GT (f )γT (f − l∆f )N̄T,u
(−f )] ∗ Ψ∗T,u1 (−f )
1
1 ,v1



∗Ψ∗R,u2 (−f + αu2 ) G∗R (−f )ej2πf t0 N̄R,u2 (f ) ∗ γR (f ) f =f ,

(81)



∗ΨR,u2 (f + αu2 )} G∗R (−f )ej2πf t0 M̄R,u2 (f ) ∗ γR (f ) f =f ,

(82)

n

Aνµ
u2 ,u1 [n, l] =

VT
X

ejθT ,u1 ,v1

v1 =1

 



Huu12,v1 (f ) [G∗T (−f )γT∗ (−f − l∆f )N̄T,u1 ,v1 (f )] ∗ ΨT,u1 (f )
n

Aµν
u2 ,u1 [n, l] =

VT
X

e−jθT ,u1 ,v1

v1 =1

η̆u2 [n] =

Aµµ
u2 ,u1 [n, l] ≈

VT
X



∗Ψ∗T,u1 (−f )


∗
Huu12,v
(−f ) [G∗T (−f )γT∗ (−f − l∆f )M̄∗T,u1 ,v1 (−f )]
1




∗ Ψ∗R,u2 (−f + αu2 ) G∗R (−f )ej2πf t0 N̄R,u2 (f ) ∗ γR (f ) f =f ,
j2πf t0

+[Wu∗2 (−f ) ∗ Ψ∗R,u2 (−f + αu2 )]GR (f )ej2πf t0 ν̄R,u2 (f ) ∗ γR (f )

 



f =fn

.

(84)



Huu12,v1 (f ) [GT (f )γT (f − l∆f )M̄T,u1 ,v1 [l]] ∗ ΨT,u1 (f )



∗ΨR,u2 (f + αu2 )} GR (f )ej2πf t0 M̄R,u2 [n] ∗ γR (f ) f =f

n


M̄R,u2 [n] 
(1 + e−j2πfl τtx,u1 )Duµ2 ,u1 [n, l] + (1 − e−j2πfl τtx,u1 )Duν 2 ,u1 [n, l]
=


2

Du2 ,u1 ,v1 [n, l] ,
{[γT (f − l∆f )GT (f )] ∗ ΨT,u1 (f )} Huu12,v1 (f ) ∗ ΨR,u2 (f + αu2 ) GR (f )ej2πf t0 ∗ γR (f ) f =f

N̄R,u2 [n] 
(1 − e−j2πfl τtx,u1 )Duµ∗2 ,u1 [−n, −l] + (1 + e−j2πfl τtx,u1 )Duν∗2 ,u1 [−n, −l]
2

M̄R,u2 [n] 
(1 − ej2πfl τtx,u1 )Duµ2 ,u1 [n, −l] + (1 + ej2πfl τtx,u1 )Duν 2 ,u1 [n, −l]
Aνµ
u2 ,u1 [n, l] ≈
2

N̄R,u2 [n] 
(1 + ej2πfl τtx,u1 )Duµ∗2 ,u1 [−n, l] + (1 − ej2πfl τtx,u1 )Duν∗2 ,u1 [−n, l]
Aµν
u2 ,u1 [n, l] ≈
2

Aνν
u2 ,u1 [n, l] ≈

Next, we present development for the expression of ξn in
(48). From (46) and (47), we have
ξn ≈

(83)

n

[Wu2 (f ) ∗ ΨR,u2 (f + αu2 )]GR (f )µ̄R,u2 (f )e

ejθT ,u1 ,v1

v1 =1

 

µν
Aνµ
u2 ,u1 [−n, n] + Au2 ,u1 [−n, n]
.
µµ
Au2 ,u1 [n, n]

(108)

Since MT,u1 ,v1 [n] ≫ NT,u1 ,v1 [n], from (89), we have
−j2πfn τtx,u1
)Duµ2 ,u1 [n, n].
Aµµ
u2 ,u1 [n, n] ≈ 0.5M̄R,u2 [n](1 + e
(109)
∗
Similarly, since MR,u2 [n] ≫ NR,u
[−n], we have
2
−j2πfn τrx,u2
). Then, we
M̄R,u2 [n] ≈ 0.5MR,u2 [n](1 + e
obtain M̄R,u2 [−n]/M̄∗R,u2 [n] ≈ MR,u2 [−n]/M∗R,u2 [n]
and N̄R,u2 [−n]/M̄∗R,u2 [n] ≈ NR,u2 [−n]/M∗R,u2 [n] +
1−ej2πfn τrx,u2
. By substituting (94), (95), and (109) into (108)
1+ej2πfn τrx,u2
and applying the above approximations, we obtain (48).

(89)
n

(90)

(93)
(94)
(95)
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